Cheapest Remedy for
Brown Patch

Save 80% of your cost

**Calo-Clor**
or
**Calogreen**

require only 3 oz. per sq. feet of turf as compared to 1 pound for other remedies selling at about the same price per pound.

Write for Free Booklet
describing the Government tests.

Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
St. Louis Montreal Philadelphia New York

**BETTER GOLF EQUIPMENT**

The high quality of design and manufacture of "Standard" golf course equipment makes these accessories suitable for the finest of golf courses.

The use of "Standard" equipment eliminates complaint, saves trouble and expense, speeds up the play and adds much to the enjoyment of the game.

The substantial and permanent construction of "Standard" accessories make them economical on courses of even the smallest membership.

THE "STANDARD" LINE

Indestructible Steel Flag Poles, Cast One Piece Hole Rims, Handbag Baskets, Everbright Tea Markers, Permanent Aluminum Signs for all purposes.

Write for Special Circular.

Standard Manufacturing Co.
E. 4th St. Cedar Falls, Ia

NEW "FAIRWAY" TRACTOR

Chicago, Ill.—"The McCormick-Deering Fairway tractor is a practical all-purpose power plant for golf course construction and maintenance," reads its maker's statement, which continues: "It satisfactorily meets all requirements for fairway maintenance, for mowing the rough, and for construction and improvement work. It is easily controlled and turns in a circle with an 8-ft. radius. It works in close corners, turns quickly, cuts close to obstacles and out again, leaving a surprisingly small amount to be done with hand labor. A flexible 7-foot mower, the power for the operation of which is taken directly from the tractor engine by means of the power take-off, has been designed for use with this tractor. With this mower and a trailer mower one man can mow 75 to 100 acres a day.

"In addition to supplying power for maintaining the course, it pulls rollers, compost distributors, and dump wagons uphill and down, over smooth going or rough. The Fairway can be shifted immediately to the jobs of plowing, diskning, harrowing, seeding and distributing fertilizer. It can be used in construction and improvement work, for removing dirt, materials and equipment, and when necessary the Fairway will operate equipment on the belt or power take-off as efficiently as any other type of tractor of equal capacity.

"The Fairway has the same practical type of power plant as the other well-known McCormick-Deering tractors. Its rugged, vibration-free, four-cylinder engine is economical in operation and sup-
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plies an abundance of smooth, dependable power. The rear wheels of the Fairway are equipped with 16-inch tires, which make of the tractor itself a roller. The tires of the front wheels are 8 inches wide. The wheels do not track."

**NIEBLO OFFERS TEE-VENDING MACHINE**

New York.—After testing the practicability of the plan since 1927, announcement is made by Nieblo Mfg. Co., makers of the Reddy Tee, that they can supply professionals and course owners with vending machines that will dispense two dozen boxes of tees at a filling. By installing these machines, constant interruption of the pro as he goes about his work (for a purely mechanical sale) is eliminated. The device appeals to players as well, since they are not forced to wait for the attention of the pro, who may be busy with another member, to make their purchase.

According to Nieblo, sales are actually increased by use of these vending machines. In proof they point out the increased volume of tee sales enjoyed last season by Jack Hagen, pro at the Salisbury (Long Island) links, where 50 per cent more tees were sold in 1928 than in the previous year. Hagen attributes this increase to the conveniently located battery of three machines at the first tee. The only attention necessary is occasional refilling as the machines are emptied. When it is realized that one filling brings in $6.00 in quarters, the possibilities of good income and a respectable annual profit are apparent.

The machines are expected to prove of particular value around public and daily-fee courses, where there is no conveniently located pro-shop in connection.

**NEW LARK SPRINKLER IDEAS**

Peoria, Ill.—The L. R. Nelson Mfg. Co. has made some improvements in its well-known Lark Golf Sprinkler, among them being the rotor valve which controls the speed of the whirling rotor, allowing a coarse or fine spray. It saves all adjusting of the rotor arm and by partly closing the valve, the whirling of the rotor is cut

**Order Today for Better Greens Next Month**

No. 1 Gas or Electric Driven with Aerator.

Give your top dressing new values:

—shreds and sifts soil and compost in one operation.
—saves labor
—ask for testimonial sheet and literature.

Stocks ready to ship immediately from leading centers. KEMP MFG. CO., Depl. C, 3001 Peach SL, Erie, Pa.

**KEMP POWER SOIL SHREDDERS**

**Before Seeding Enrich the Soil**

A soil needs more than fertilizers to prepare it for growing a thick, velvety turf. It especially needs a liberal application of Hyper-Humus. This natural soil builder increases the moisture-holding power and improves the soil texture. It forms a medium in which beneficial soil bacteria can multiply. Makes a natural home for the grass roots.

Write for prices and literature.

Hyper-Humus Co.
51 Park Place
Newton, N. J.

Hyper-Humus Makes Greener Greens
Something New
A REAL GOLFING NEED
Just Off the Press!
The Key to Better Golf
By
JOHN C. HACKBARTH
Understandable and comprehensive sound treatment of various factors responsible for developing better golf.
The foundation upon which practice and play are built.
196 ILLUSTRATIONS
5 DIAGRAMS
$5.00 Postpaid
Address, JOHN C. HACKBARTH
Nakoma, Route 6, Madison, Wis.
Professional to
BLACK HAWK COUNTRY CLUB

The stranger on the links can easily forget your name, but he'll keep your business card IF — it's engraved by Wiggins!
We take special pride in the stock-quality of our engraved business cards. Pocket wear does not seem to affect them. We will gladly send you samples at your request.

The John B. Wiggins Company
1173 Fullerton Ave., Chicago

WIGGINS
Engraved Business Cards

down to any speed desired, and removes all danger of excessive wear on high pressures.
Another improvement is the self-flushing sediment screen which prevents clogging of the spray cap on the end of the whirling arm. This screen, located in a central body casting where the rotor arm is attached, projects slightly into the water-way of the main stream and is kept clean by the flow of the main stream.

WILLIE HOARE WITH WILSON
Chicago, Ill.—Willie Hoare, for more than a quarter century active in American professional golf, has gone with the Wilson-Western Sporting Goods Co. to take charge of Wilson's pro golf department with headquarters at 37 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

For the last eight years Willie has been at Tedesco C. C., Swampscott, Mass., in the summer, and for the last decade he has been at Hot Springs (Ark.) C. C. in the winter. He is widely known in pro ranks and has had a well-balanced and successful experience, both of these qualifications making him a prize addition to the Wilson corps.

Willie came out from England when he was nineteen and ever since has been in close contact with the personnel and business developments in professional golf.

PROS
If you have changed clubs, send us your new address so you won't miss an issue of GOLFDOM.

—COUPON SCORE CARDS—
MEDAL PLAY TOURNAMENT CARDS
MATCH PLAY TOURNAMENT CARDS
GRAPHIC HANDICAPPING CARDS
TOURNAMENT RECORD BOOKS
Write for Descriptive Circulars
THE GRAPHIC SCORE BOOK CO.
100 Main St., Park Ridge, Ill.

SHAFTS FROM FACTORY TO PRO
Good No. 2 Hickory Shafts, Pro Finished, Straight, 56% White. Only 13¢ Each.
CASH or C. O. D.

WHY PAY OTHERS DOUBLE?
Send $3.75 for 25 shafts, Irons or Drivers
Send 7.50 for 50 shafts, Irons or Drivers
Send 15.00 for 100 shafts, Irons or Drivers

JOHN W. WEIS, 650 New York St., Memphis, Tenn.
SPRING DEVICE ON WASHER
Watertown, Wis.—A substantial clock spring is now supplied attached to the brushes of Lewis washers, the necessity for this change being occasioned by the neglect to turn up on the four brass adjustment screws in the brushes of the original washer.

In order to determine whether or not the spring would operate indefinitely, a reciprocating mechanism was attached to a Lewis golf ball washer plunger moving up and down for a million strokes, representing on the average a year's use. Tests were made from time to time by marking a ball with ink to determine whether or not the springs and brush bristles were still functioning and it was found that the brushes cleaned as well on the millionth stroke as on the first stroke.

GRAPHIC ISSUES FINE MANUAL
Park Ridge, III.—The handicapping committee of a golf club could not buy in any book store a finer treatise on handicapping than the booklet now being distributed free of charge to interested club officials by the Graphic Score Book Co., makers and distributors of "Graphic" handicap cards, racks and score cards.

The book not only gives full descriptions of the company's products and points out ways they can be used to best advantage, but it also contains a number of articles describing all accepted systems of handicapping and their relative value and fairness. There are many charts, statistical tables and hints to aid the club committee in its work.

"PEG" TEE NOW MADE IN U. S.
Keene, N. H.—The "Peg" celluloid tee is now made in the United States by the Granby Mfg. Co. Though enjoying good sales abroad, the "Peg" makers state they got away to a late start last year, and as celluloid requires some months to season, were not able to meet the heavy demand for their tee with a properly finished article. This year they have doubled their production and report big advance sales.

For information write
THE
J. M. McCULLOUGH'S SONS CO.
316 Walnut Street Cincinnati, Ohio Wholesale Distributors in the United States

B. R. LEACH
RIVERTON, N. J.
Consulting Turf Specialist
(Originator of the lead arsenate treatment of turf)
for
GOLF COURSES
and
PRIVATE ESTATES

Study, diagnosis and conditioning recommendations. Special attention given to grub, earthworm and weed control.
Write for details of time available and terms.

Asheville, N. C.
Where the southland sends a message of welcome to the golfer and all others who seek the inspiration and relaxation offered here.

Kenilworth Inn
Is the very center of distinguished social life. A magnificent modern hotel open all year and conducted on a par with the best houses. Booklet with pictures sent.

Roscoe A. Marvel
Manager
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